
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Iron Curtain Trail 

 

Final conference – Mohács, 28 November 2014 

 

Travel information 

 

The town 

 

Mohács is a located at the Danube river in the south of Hungary, in direct proximity 
both to Croatia and Serbia. Mohács is currently the river border of the Schengen 
zone, important harbour. The town has 18 thousand inhabitants, in a multi-cultural 
composition. 

 

 

 

Mohács is famous of its history: the Mohács battle – when the Ottoman Turks 
conquered a big part of Hungary and have become a strong Central European 



 
 

 

 
 

political power – took place in 1526 near the town. A memorial park has been 
devoted to this battle in the village of Sátorhely. 

Even if the town is located on both sides of the Danube, there’s no bridge 
connecting the two part of the town. The Mohács ferry is an important connection 
that carries more vehicles than some of the bridges on the Danube, including 
numerous cyclists, as the town is located on the intersection of EuroVelo 6 and 13. 

Main attraction of Mohács is the “Busó walk” (or “Poklade” in Croatian), a local 
festival in every February which is part of the UNESCO Spiritual Heritage, attracting 
several tens of thousands of visitors from all around the world each year. 

 

  
 

 

The venue 

 

 

Hotel Szent János**** 
www.hotel-szentjanos.hu 
7700 Mohács, Szent Mihály tér 6-7. [map] 
 
Special price offer: 
single room: 37,3 EUR 
standard double: 40,37 EUR 
superior double: 47,5 EUR 
Tourist tax: cca. 1,5 EUR. 
 
Price includes: breakfast buffet, Wi-Fi, Jacuzzi, 
sauna, fitness room, car parking, VAT. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.hotel-szentjanos.hu/
https://www.google.hu/maps/place/Szt.+J%C3%A1nos+Hotel/@46.0313827,18.6206945,10z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x4742d6b403674dbf:0x8c96331a2aed2446?hl=hu


 
 

 

 
 

Other nearby accommodation options 

 

Centrum Pension*** [map] – www.booking.com/hotel/hu/centrum-panzio.hu.html  

Pannon Hotel Mohács*** [map] – http://pannonhotel.hu/  

Duna Guest House [map] – http://www.booking.com/hotel/hu/kova-cs-a-c-s-
atterem.hu.html   

Kovács Hotel and Restaurant* [map] – http://www.booking.com/hotel/hu/kova-cs-a-
c-s-atterem.hu.html  

  

 

Travel tips 

 

For partners from Slovakia and the Vienna area: take the motorway M6, exit to 
Mohács, to the venue follow the signs to the ferryport. 

For partners from Slovenia and West Pannonia of Hungary: from Nagykanizsa main 
roads 61, 67, 6, then M60 or 57. Entering the town follow the signs to the ferryport. 

For the Croatian partner: take D2, D34, D517 and D7. 

Partners flying to Budapest airport the next shuttle services are recommended: 

- www.mistral-minibus.hu 
- www.travel4you.hu 

These services are offering competitive prices between Budapest and Pécs area. 
When reserving, please take care to precisely specify your destination (Mohács, 
hotel name), because prices to locations outside the city limits of Pécs may be 
different. 

These shuttle services may take you from other airports than Budapest (usually 
Zagreb and Vienna), but charges from those airports are much higher. 

Belgrade airport is located in 3 hrs driving from Mohács, mostly on motorway. As 
many Balkan countries have better connection to Belgrade, I would recommend you 
to check that airport as well and rent a car to Mohács. 

 

 

 

https://www.google.hu/maps/place/Centrum+Panzi%C3%B3+***+Moh%C3%A1cs/@45.991332,18.69103,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x4742d6b3dc03e31d:0x19e9829de8cdc24a?hl=hu
http://www.booking.com/hotel/hu/centrum-panzio.hu.html
https://www.google.hu/maps/place/Pannon+Hotel/@45.99113,18.681668,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x4742d14da1962607:0xccb3e89c20385026?hl=hu
http://pannonhotel.hu/
https://www.google.hu/maps/place/Fels%C5%91-Dunasor+u.+14,+Moh%C3%A1cs,+7700/@45.997962,18.688879,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x4742d14aafef0a43:0xcaf60c077b2d13cf?hl=hu
http://www.booking.com/hotel/hu/kova-cs-a-c-s-atterem.hu.html
http://www.booking.com/hotel/hu/kova-cs-a-c-s-atterem.hu.html
https://www.google.hu/maps/place/Kov%C3%A1cs+Hotel+%C3%A9s+%C3%89tterem/@45.99373,18.688771,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x4742d6b49f912d91:0x1d5db2d94a5e44a5?hl=hu
http://www.booking.com/hotel/hu/kova-cs-a-c-s-atterem.hu.html
http://www.booking.com/hotel/hu/kova-cs-a-c-s-atterem.hu.html
http://www.mistral-minibus.hu/
http://www.travel4you.hu/


 
 

 

 
 

Contact 

 

PÁMER Zoltán: +36 30 6644894 pamer.zoltan@ddrfu.hu  

SZAUER Melinda: +36 70 6341990 szauer.melinda@ddrfu.hu  
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